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Goal
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Understand 
 What OpenCL is and how it can be used in Vitis
 The OpenCL execution model for Xilinx accelerators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of this section is to understand more about OpenCL, how it is used in Vitis, and to understand the OpenCL execution model for Xilinx accelerators. 
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What is OpenCL?

OpenCL is open standard for cross-platform, parallel programming for diverse 
range of devices.

Advantages
 C/C++ based language for writing acceleration functions
 Portable code across CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs

Caveats
 Performance is not portable
 Separate optimization effort is required for each target platform
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
OpenCL (or Open Computing Language) is an open standard framework for writing programs that execute across different (heterogenous) platforms. OpenCL can be used to write code for CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs and other devices. Many different companies provide support for OpenCL, including Xilinx. OpenCL is based on C and C++ and provides and API for programming, controlling and executing programs on these devices or platforms. OpenCL provides a standard interface for parallel computing using task- and data-based parallelism.C and C++ which have a wide user base which makes it easier to get started with OpenCL. The main advantage of OpenCL code is that it is designed to be portable across different platforms. For example, using pure OpenCL, the same code for FPGA should be able to run on a CPU OpenCL target. However it should be noted that performance is not portable across platforms. The same OpenCL code optimized for one platform is unlikely to be optimal on other platforms, so while the same code can be reused, it is likely separate optimization effort is required for each platform. Despite this, OpenCL is still a useful abstraction for targeting FPGAs.
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Basic definitions

Host code:
 Runs on host computer. Controls devices, kernels and data transfers with the kernel

Kernel code:
 The code that is executed on hardware

Platform (OpenCL):
 In OpenCL context – a data structure that identifies vendor’s OpenCL implementation. Used 

to access a specific device.

Platform (Xilinx):
 Implementation of static part on Xilinx device. Contains all necessary IPs and logic for FPGA 

to enable communication between host and kernel(s). 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll go through some basic definitions first, from the FPGA perspective. Remember the model we are considering is a host CPU and one or more FPGA accelerators. The host is the host CPU, and the host code is the code that will run on this CPU. This  controllers the accelerator, and managers the hardware kernels and data transfer between CPU and FPGA.The kernel code is the code that gets converted to a hardware kernel that will run on the acceleratorIn the OpenCL context, an OpenCL platform is a data structure that identifies a vendor’s OpenCL implementation. The host code will use the OpenCL platform to access an use a specific FPGA device.The Xilinx Platform is the static part, or the SHELL on the Xilinx device. The shell includes all the interface IP and logic to enable the FPGA to communicate between host and kernel. For example, the shell will include the PCIe core, memory controllers and a management interface. 
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OpenCL Memory Objects
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Host Memory
 OpenCL only defines how host memory 

interacts with OpenCL objects

Global Memory
 Visible to host and device
 Accessible to all work items in all workgroups 

Constant Memory
 Read-only region of a global memory

Local Memory
 Local to a workgroup (shared by all work-items in a 

group)

Private Memory
 Accessible by a work-item

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the right we have a representation of the OpenCL memory model. OpenCL only defined how OpenCL objects interact with various memories. How these memory's are physically arranged depend on the target platform. In the case of an FPGA platform, multiple levels of memory hierarchy are supported from Off-chip external DRAM and High Bandwidth memorises to onchip memory elements. In our model of host CPU plus FPGA accelerator, the host memory is usually the DRAM in the host computer or server. Only the host program has access to this memory. Global memory will be visible to host and devices, and is accessible to all items in a workgroup. This is usually memory connected the FPGA accelerator platform that can be accessed by the host CPU over the PCIe connection, and also by hardware kernels in the FPGA. Constant memory is simply a read only region in the global memory. A local memory is local to a workgroup, and shared by all work items in a group. Private memory is memory that is only accessible by a work item. On an FPGA local and private memory can be implemented in on chip memory inside the FPGA. 
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Five structures of OpenCL application

First step of any OpenCL application – develop host code
 Dispatches kernels to connected devices

Host code needs to have following structures:
 cl_device_id – represents the device 
 cl_kernel – represents specific kernel
 cl_program – represents the source of where kernels come from
 cl_command_queue – represents the queue which passes kernels to devices
 cl_context – enables devices to receive kernels and transfer data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll consider five mains parts to an OpenCL application.The first step to develop an application is to develop the host code. As we said, this runs on the host CPU, and will dispatch hardware kernels to target devices or OpenCL platforms. The host application needs to have the following:A CL device ID – this represents the device. Each accelerator will have a device IDclGetDeviceIDs can be used to read back the CL device ID. CL kernel represents a specific kernel. The FPGA binary may have multiple kernels which will all be available when the device is programmed. The CL kernel allows us to differentiate between multiple kernels running on the same device. The CLK program represents the source where kernels come from. In OpenCL, kernels can be compiled on demand. In practice for an FPGA you will likely only ever use precompiled kernels, but the CL program is still a fundamental part of an OpenCL application. The CL command queue is used to queue operations for scheduling on the target device. The CL Context enables devices to receive kernels and transfer data back and forth between them. 
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Host Code Execution on a Heterogeneous System
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Seven steps for application execution on a heterogeneous system
 1. Powering up
 2. Initializing runtime components
 3. Configuring the device
 4. Allocating buffers
 5. Writing the buffers to FPGA memory
 6. Running the accelerators
 7. Reading the buffers from FPGA memory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are seven steps for application execution on a heterogeneous system:1. Powering up2. Initializing runtime components3. Configuring the device – or programming the FPGA with the xclbin which contains your hardware kernel or kernels4. Allocating and initializing memory buffers 5. Writing the buffers or data to the FPGA memory6. Running the accelerators and synchronizing the results or the completion of the computation, and 7. Reading back data from the buffers in FPGA memoryWe’ll look at each of these steps in more detail. 
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1. Powering Up

On power up, only the shell is initialized in the FPGA
 This enables the PCIe interface
 The custom logic region is now available for programming by host CPU

The shell will manage communication with the host

CPU

PCIe

Memory

FPGA
Memory

Sh
el

l

Custom Logic 
Region

1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On power up of the host server, the FPGA platform is powered on and is automatically configured with the SHELL. This includes the PCIe interface.�The shell automatically communicates to the host during the boot process indicating it is available.  �The shell abstracts the FPGA I/O (input and output) resources to the hardware kernels. In this case the PCIe interface is abstracted, and standard AXI interfaces are available from the shell to connect to your hardware kernels. �A shell is stored as firmware in non-volatile memory on the FPGA board and can be updated as new versions are released. If the shell is updated, at next power on after a reboot, the board will be initialized with the new shell. 
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CPU

2. Initialize Runtime Components
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Creation of OpenCL context and device
 Device  FPGA
 Context  Platform

Creation of OpenCL command queues 
used to send commands to the FPGA

devices = get_devices("Xilinx");
cl::Device device = devices[0];
cl::Context context(…);

cl::CommandQueue q(context, device,…);

PCIe

Memory

FPGA
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el
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Memory

OpenCL 
Runtime
Library

2

Custom Logic 
Region

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the system is powered on, a host program can be run and create an OpenCL context.{CLICK}This consists of registering the platform and FPGA device, and opening a command queue to start servicing the device. There are OpenCL APIs to discover platform/device and APIs and create context and command queues.
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CPU

3. Configuring the Device
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Create cl::Program::Binaries program
 Object to store the xclbin binary file

Host programs the FPGA by calling 
cl::Program program 
 Loads the .xclbin file (FPGA binary)

cl::Program::Binaries bins{{fileBuf, 
FileBufSize}};

cl::Program program(context, devices, 
bins,...);

PCIe

FPGA

buf1buf0 buf0 buf1buf2 buf2

Sh
el
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xclbin
OpenCL 
Runtime
Library

Custom Logic 
Region

Hardware
Kernels
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
During configuration, hardware kernels are loaded on the device.{CLICK}The FPGA binary, the XCLBIN is used to program the custom logic.  The kernels are now ready to be executed on the FPGA.
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CPU

4. Allocating Buffers
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Host allocates buffers in the 
device

Buffers are used to transfer data 
from the CPU to the FPGA and 
back

buf0 = cl::clCreateBuffer(context, CL_MEM_READ_ONLY,
…);

buf1 = cl::clCreateBuffer(context, CL_MEM_READ_ONLY, 
…);

buf2 = cl::clCreateBuffer(context, 
CL_MEM_WRITE_ONLY, …);

PCIe

FPGA

OpenCL 
Runtime
Library

buf1buf0 buf0 buf1
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buf2 buf2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, the application can to start sending data to the target.{CLICK}In this example, three buffers are shown. Two are used to send data to the kernels (they read by the kernels), and one buffer is used to store the result. These device buffers mirror buffers already allocated on the host where the input data is already stored and where the output data will be stored.
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CPU

5. Writing the Buffers to FPGA Memory
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Host copies data to be processed 
from host memory to the buffer in 
global memory

clEnqueueMigrateMemObjects(Command_Queue, 1, 
&GlobMem_BUF_DataIn_1, ..);

PCIe

FPGA

buf1buf0 buf0 buf1buf2 buf2
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el
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OpenCL 
Runtime
Library

Hardware
Kernels

buf1buf0
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
{CLICK} Data can now be copied to the device, or more accurately to global memory accessible from the hardware kernels running on the device.  
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CPU

6. Running the Accelerators
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Host schedules execution of the 
desired kernel with EnqueueTask

Runtime starts the kernel

Kernel processes data previously 
copied to from host buffer to global 
memory

kernel = cl::clCreateKernel(program, 
“mykernel", …);

cl::clSetKernelArg(kernel, 0, sizeof(cl_mem), &buf0);
cl::clSetKernelArg(kernel, 1, sizeof(cl_mem), &buf1);
cl::clSetKernelArg(kernel, 2, sizeof(cl_mem), &buf2);

cl::clEnqueueTask(Command_Queue, Kernel, 0, NULL, 
NULL);

PCIe

FPGA

buf1buf0 buf0 buf1buf2 buf2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The buffers are then associated with the kernel {CLICK} and the kernel can be started. The host schedules the execution of the kernels. The hardware kernels then executes. They can read data from the input buffers and performs their computation. Results are written back to the output buffer (or buffers), still in the global memory on the FPGA accelerator. 
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CPU

6. Running the Accelerators (Cont’d)
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After the kernel finishes processing 
the data, it notifies the host

PCIe

FPGA

buf1buf0 buf0 buf1buf2 buf2

Sh
el
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OpenCL 
Runtime
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buf1buf0
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kernel 
done

buf2

cl::clFinish(Command_Queue);

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the kernel completes operation, it automatically notifies the host.{CLICK}The kernel done signal is registered in the command queue
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CPU

7. Reading the Buffers from FPGA Memory
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Host retrieves the results by scheduling a copy of global memory content back 
to host memory

cl::clEnqueueMigrateMemObjects(Command_Queue, 1, &GlobMem_BUF_RES, CL_MIGRATE_MEM_OBJECT_HOST, ..);

PCIe

FPGA

buf1buf0 buf0 buf1buf2 buf2

Sh
el
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OpenCL 
Runtime
Library

Acceleration
Kernels

buf1buf0
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the host is ready, the last step is to copy results from global memory on the FPGA accelerator board back to the hostThis concludes one complete execution of the kernel or kernels. After reviewing this OpenCL execution model, you should now have an appreciation for how-	The device operation is sequenced from the host code-	And how data is moved through the system
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Thank You
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